Does the endometrial gene expression of fertile women vary within and between cycles?
Does gene expression of putative endometrial implantation markers vary in expression between menstrual cycles? In fertile women the expression of certain genes exhibits a pattern of stable regulation.which is not affected even when sampled twice in one cycle. Successful implantation occurs in a minority of IVF embryo transfers. In contrast to knowledge regarding the ovulatory process, there is a sparse understanding of endometrial genes critical to implantation. This lack of knowledge hinders progress in this field. Endometrial pipelle samples were collected based on blood endocrinological markers at 2 and 7 days post initial LH surge. Five samples were collected over four cycles where the interval between collections ranged from sequential months to three years. Six fertile women attending an IVF clinic for male factor infertility, had samples collected. Global gene expression profiles were obtained from laser-microdissected, endometrial glands and stroma. Nineteen potential proliferation, cytokine and adhesion markers based on previous validated reports were studied. There was a significant modification between LH+2 and LH+7 of expression for 23 genes-11 in 8 in glands and stroma, 4 in stroma only and 3 in glands only suggesting stable, controlled regulation. Nevertheless, genes exhibited individual characteristics, e.g MKI67 exhibited lower expression at LH+7 than LH+2 and CCL4 higher, whereas TRO expressed limited difference in both cell types. Stability between cycles was demonstrated for gene expression at both LH+2-more than 60% of genes had <25% variation and at LH+7-60% had <30% variation. Further, effects of prior collection of an LH+2 sample on gene expression at LH+7 were not detected. The range of mRNA expression suggested that a clinical/diagnostic sample at LH+2 and LH+7 is likely to be a better index of endometrial function than a single sample. The possibility of redundancy suggests a panel would be more informative than a single marker. Raw and normalized microarray data have been deposited with the EMBL's European Genome-Phenome Archive for collaborative analysis, reference ega-box-815 (Lappalainen I, Almeida-King J, Kumanduri V, Senf A, Spalding JD, Ur-Rehman S, Saunders G, Kandasamy J, Caccamo M, Leinonen R et al. The European Genome-phenome Archive of human data consented for biomedical research. Nat Genet 2015;47:692-695.) [https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ega/home]. This type of research has difficulties of recruitment of fertile women for multiple blood testing and repeat endometrial biopsies. Therefore, these data had decreased statistical power due to the overall participant numbers. However, the inclusion of four cycles for each participant permitted the aim of obtaining information on intercycle and intracycle variability to be achieved. Our results support the feasibility of a clinical means of identification of a functional receptive endometrium. The robustness of data from individual women suggests that samples from one cycle can generally be applied to subsequent cycles. Funding was granted from the Tertiary Education Commission of New Zealand, Contract I.D.:UOOX06007. There are no competing interests.